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Regional Maritime Boundaries 

Project background
• Started in the late 1990s under the fisheries

programme at Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) based in
Honiara, Solomon Islands

• Governing Council agreed to transfer the Project to the
South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission (SOPAC)
in 2000

• Project was funded by the Government of Australia

• Project staff:
– 1 Technical officer (Full time) + 1 Senior Surveyor (Part-time) + 1 GIS

Assistant (Full time) + 1 IT Specialist (Part-time)

– Project Manager & Programme Administrator



(1) Development of baseline 

and critical base points

(2) Maritime zones 

development

SPC’s Geoscience Division:

Regional Maritime Boundaries Unit Activities 

(2002 to date)
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Maritime Limits: The Envelope of Arcs

Baselines versus Basepoints:
Not all of the baseline contributes to defining the limits of maritime jurisdiction



Maritime Boundary Computation

MarZone

 PC application, computes maritime boundaries in accordance
with the various provisions of UNCLOS

 Developed by University of Melbourne, under contract to
Geoscience Australia

 Translators have been developed to make it compatible with
MapInfo (previously preferred GIS platform of the Pacific
region) QGIS is compatible with MarZone



MarZone

– Calculates the median line between two countries – based on
equi-distance ratio

Maritime Boundary Computation



MarZone Part 1; Median Line Results

• Median Line output in log file

Median Line is also saved as a line output from MarZone



Regional Maritime Boundaries Unit

(3) Technical solutions prepared with PICs  for 

shared/overlapping EEZs

* Not drawn to scale



Review & Verification – Fiji Islands 

Archipelago



Verification of Main Archipelago



Treaty development



Treaty Development (2012)

Marshall Islands, Kiribati and Nauru meeting

An excellent example of a successful partnerships between regional

organisations and testament to the excellent relationships between Pacific

Island neighbours.



Milestone: Signing of the 7 Bilateral

Maritime Boundaries, 2012 Forum Meeting

NIUE & COOK IS KIRIBATI & COOK IS KIRIBATI & TUVALU KIRIBATI & TOKELAU

KIRIBATI & NAURU NAURU & MARSHALL IS KIRIBATI & MARSHALL IS

KIRIBATI –NAURU-MARSHALL IS



USA – FSM Maritime Boundary 

negotiations (2014)

Technical and legal meeting hosted by the US in Hawaii in April 

2014 (FSM team officials travel costs were supported by the 

Forum Fisheries Agency)



SPC Maritime Boundaries Project
Regional Maritime Boundaries Unit within the Geoscience Division has operated since 2001, and is

widely recognised as driving a successful international collaborative effort to fulfil one of the region’s

key strategic priorities embedded in the Pacific Oceanscape Framework (endorsed by the Pacific

Island Leaders in 2010) which is to formalise maritime boundaries and securing rights over ocean

resources as the first regional priority.

In the Pacific region, there are 50 shared and overlapping Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs), so there

is a need for PICs to negotiate and delimit their own EEZs where it overlaps with its

neighbouring countries zones as well.

Core Functions of the Project

 Provide maritime boundaries delimitation data and information for the member countries to

assist in preparation of claims for delimitation of their Exclusive Economic Zones;

 Develop comprehensive data-sets which facilitate definition of the legal and administrative

offshore limits for member countries, in accordance with the provisions of UNCLOS;

 Build national capacity within member countries to undertake these assessments;

 Provide advice and assistance to member countries on relevant provisions of UNCLOS;

 Act as an information and data repository.



Overall Regional progress in implementing 

UNCLOS and the PICs maritime boundaries

2002



Overall Progress Now

2017



Status of efforts at regional scale as 

compared to efforts at the national scale



Service Level Agreement with FFA

The 2016 SLA underlined the need for the maritime zones lines in the Pacific Islands Forum 

Fisheries Agency (FFA) Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) to be updated with publicly available 

and legislated boundaries for the purpose of fisheries monitoring, control, surveillance and 

enforcement and management.

 Data delivered will be based on IHO S-121 Maritime Limits and Boundaries Exchange format and will be 

disseminated via OGC web services in PacGeo portal

 Full documentation, tools and processes on maritime boundaries i.e. updates and revisions with incorporation of 

new datasets

 Features delivered to FFA will be in points, lines and polygons

 Global dataset(VLIZ) will be used where there is no treaty or data available



Vessel Monitoring System



Member Countries Consent Letters for 

Release of MB Data to FFA
Have Have Not

Nauru - (12, 24, 200) and Treaties Palau - (Provisional EEZ and Treaties)

Kiribati - (PHX-200,24,12) (GIL-200,24,12) (LIN-

12,24,200) and Treaties

Tuvalu - (12, 24, 200) and Treaties Marshall Islands –(12, 24, 200) and Treaties

FSM - (Treaties) Solomon Islands – (Treaties)

Vanuatu - (Archipelagic baseline) Tonga - (Restricted)

Cook Islands - (EEZ- 200, Treaties) Fiji (Archipelagic baseline and Treaties)

Samoa - (Restricted)

Tokelau - (Not a Project Member Country) - Treaties

PNG - (Treaties)

Niue - (12, 24, 200) and Treaties

SPC’s Maritime Boundary Unit will not

release any data to be used in the Vessel

Monitoring System (VMS) unless

permission is given to SPC to release the

data in a legally signed document.



Official Release Letters to FFA



Pacific Islands Regional Maritime 

Boundary Information System 

(PIRMBIS)

• The goal of the project is to increase economic development opportunities

and sustainable resource development in Pacific coastal States (PcS)

through defining maritime and extended continental shelf boundaries to assert

sovereignty and declare sovereign rights and secure access to known and

potential economic marine resources

• Written by Andrick Lal with Emily Artack (technical manual)

• GA Mr Colin French (maritime boundaries adviser) with financial help from

Gov. Australia

• Support from member countries :Cook Islands, Federated States of

Micronesia, Fiji Islands, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Papua New

Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu

• The design and development of the Pacific Islands Regional Maritime

Boundaries Information System (PIRMBIS) in the project led to the

establishment of a sound management of the maritime boundaries related

data and information. The source data and output data from PIRMBIS is
always quality assured and verified.



Schematic  Diagram of PIRMBIS



Why S-121?

Concurrent with the advent of electronic navigation, Geographical Information Systems (GIS)

and the online delivery and exchange of information; the need arose for a high precision 

data format for the exchange of officially recognised maritime limits and boundaries.

Such a digital format would enable States to exchange, lodge and distribute their maritime 

boundaries in a form that would be portable across a number of applications and platforms. 

The specification’s primary function is for States to exchange maritime boundary information 

in a recognised format, both between States and as the preferred format for lodgement to the 

United Nations.  

Furthermore, the format would encourage the development of digital marine spatial data 

infrastructures to improve all aspects of ocean management. The format will be appropriate for 

MSDI, GIS and online utilisation.



What does S-121 define?

3 Profiles – Baselines, Limits and Boundaries:

Data Specification and Application Schema

Data Product Identification (UUID)

Feature and Attribute Types

Geographic Feature Types

Attribute Values and Validations

Mandatory and Optional Values and Validations

Coordinate Reference Systems (CRS)

Horizontal Geodetic Datum

Data Quality, Reliability and Accuracy of Data

Geometry: points, curves and surfaces

Encoding

Only Canada and Australia have started to adopt S-121 so far.



S-121 Profiles

Key difference between profiles are categories:

A. Baselines

1 : Normal baseline

2 : Straight baseline

3 : Archipelagic baseline

4 : River closing line

5 : Bay closing line

6 : Reef closing line

B. Zone or Limits

1 : Internal Waters

2 : Archipelagic Waters

3 : Coastal Water

4 : Territorial Sea

5 : Contiguous Zone

6 : Exclusive Economic Zone

7 : Continental Shelf

C. Boundaries

1 : Delimitation

Vertical Jurisdiction

1 : Air Space, Water Column, Seabed, Subsoil

2 : Water Column

3 : Seabed and Sub-soil



Output Format: Geo-JSON

Due to attribute field name size and validation required, current desktop GIS formats were not 

suitable:

E.g.: Shapefile

 Has a 11 character limit for attribute names

 Multi-feature geometry is not supported

 Schema-less, validations can not be built in

 File structure verbosity (multiple files for a single geometry type – shp, shx, dbf, prj, cpg, qpj)

 Binary and closed

S-121 specification documents recommends GML (a XML-based, verbose standard)

Geo-JSON was adopted for the Pacific S121 Tool because:

 Single file supports multi-feature type (multi-points, multi-lines and multi-polygons - curves)

 Human and machine readable

 Schema defined

 No limitations in attribute name/value length

 Internet-bandwidth friendly and open in nature

 http://geojson.org/

http://geojson.org/


S-121 Data Attribution Tool

Post-processes a folder of Shape-files and auto appends S121-specific attributes across the 

three S121 Profiles - Baseline, Maritime Limits and Maritime Boundaries.

Open Source and Cross Platform

http://services.gsd.spc.int/s121

http://services.gsd.spc.int/s121


S-121 Attributed Geo-JSON Output

ESRI Shapefiles : 23.1 Mb, 826 Individual Files (~206 layers)

S-121 Geo-JSON : 1.8 Mb, Single File
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Kiribati (Line Island Group)
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4km



Why is it important?

The clear definition of the limits of the maritime jurisdiction is important as it provides the legal 

framework for the governance of maritime space and the management of the valuable marine 

resources within the country’s national jurisdiction areas:

• Fisheries management

• Deep sea minerals development

• Security

• Biodiversity

• Conservation

• Research

• Transport

• Vessel 

monitoring



Fisheries management



Future threats to 

regional peace & 

security



Issues
• Requires the political will and support of National Governments

(ground work has taken the past 10 years of this project)

• There are certain technical and legal capacity constraints within
the project teams (trained staff get promoted internally)

• Sovereign issue but it is heavily dependent on regional support
and assistance (cost of field surveys to collect data, purchase of
satellite imagery, etc.)

• National Maritime Laws and Legislation needs to be reviewed
and updated to reflect the technical datasets being used to
develop the baselines and maritime zones

• The 10 project countries who have submitted their claims for
Extended Continental Shelf (under Article 76 of UNCLOS) are
facing capacity constraints in the process of the defence of the
these claims to the UN.



Future Challenges
• Increasing reports of IUU fishing activities in the region

Leaders need to formally establish their maritime boundaries
(including signed treaties for overlapping EEZs) in a legal manner
and deposit this information with the UN.



Future Challenges
• Deep Sea Mining Implications

Application and approval of mining leases for seabed
exploration and exploitation within a country’s EEZ and also in
“the Area”



Regional support for remaining 
Negotiations (13 shared EEZs yet to be finalised)
• SPC, GA, Australia AG Dept. &

Advisor visited Palau in March 2015
for a national consultation
workshop.

• Outcome was to develop a strategy
paper for the national taskforce to
consider in upcoming negotiations.

• SPC & FFA provided technical & legal assistance to the delegation from Palau during the
fourth (4th) round of negotiations between Palau and Indonesia in July 2015.



Countries and Project Partners



Thank You   

www.pacgeo.org www.gsd.spc.int
www.spc.int

http://www.pacgeo.org/
http://www.gsd.spc.int/
http://www.spc.int/

